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Notes: Because you have an empty line before the row you do not have a paragraph so you do not get an opening paragraph. With just a few minor changes, you can also do something like: grep -Po '^.\{1,5\}-\s-\S\{1,\}' The ^ matches the beginning of the line. Matches for start of line.
This is needed because - is used to indicate a literal - but with ^ it needs to be escaped to indicate that it doesn't get interpreted. . matches any character. \s matches any whitespace (tab, newline, spaces, or carriage return). - matches a literal -, which is what we're looking for. \S matches
anything that is not a whitespace. \{1,5\} matches between 1 and 5 characters. \s matches any whitespace (tab, newline, spaces, or carriage return) and - matches a literal -, so you get the whole line. After the closing brace we can omit a - (which would match the line before the first -). ^
matches the beginning of the line. Note: -e would specify not to just match " lines but also to ignore those. i.e. the empty line between the header and the first data row. -o would only match lines that have an empty line. The other solution Since there are no more lines after the end of the

header you can also say: $ cat file | grep --ignore-case '^[-\.]*-.*$' lawdictionaryenglishtobanglapdfdownload. lawdictionaryenglishtobanglapdfdownload Â· Aaf Recovery Tool 4.6 20 If you only care to match the very last line then you could also use: $ cat file | grep -oE '^(^|-)[-\.]*-.*$'
lawdictionaryenglishtobanglapdfdownload Note: -E means "use extended regular expressions". ^(^|-) means "the whole line is matched if there's a - or any character on the line (^), then we could also look - after the - to match the line after the last non -). Example: See the official tutorial.
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